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Team Access Sync
To help ensure that Subway® employee information is consistent across products, LiveIQ  employee 
data is synced with data in Team Access. The process to sync the data is designed to be as 
automatic as possible while it still gives you control over the matching of data between LiveIQ  and 
Team Access.

You perform the sync process in LiveIQ  on a particular organization even though Team Access does 
not use organizations. The Team Access sync process looks at the individual restaurants within each 
organization and attempts to match employee information in LiveIQ  with what is stored in Team 
Access.

Before you can run the  sync process that matches the employee data, you must link your organization 
to Team Access. In addition, you must have Maintain Organization and Maintain Employees 
permissions in LiveIQ  to see the options for and to use the sync process.

Once your organization is linked and synced with Team Access, every active employee in the 
organization is matched to a unique Team Access person number. In addition, all updates to 
employee information are copied between LiveIQ  and Team Access in both directions. If you save 
data in LiveIQ, Team Access receives that information. Similarly, if you update and save employee 
information in Team Access, LiveIQ  receives the updated data. This ensures that both systems 
remain in sync.

During the match process and once the sync is complete, some tasks in LiveIQ  change or are no 
longer available. For example,  once the sync process is complete, you cannot add new employees in 
LiveIQ. For more information about these changes, see Other Changes to LiveIQ .

To help you run the sync process, please refer to the LiveIQ and Team Access Integration User Guide.

Select any of the following links for more information::

 · Link Your Organization to Team Access

 · Match the Data

 · Maintain Synced Data

Link Your Organization to Team Access
The restaurants in your organization must be linked to Team Access before you can start to match 
employee records. You can link your organization to Team Access in two ways:

 · Use the Team Access Sync Screen

 · Use the Team Access Settings

If you create new employees in LiveIQ  after you have linked your organization but before you have 
synced all employee records, those employee records appear in the manual match step in the sync 
process.
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Use the Team Access Sync Screen
If your organization is not linked, LiveIQ  displays a prompt message when you open the LiveIQ  Labor 
screen. The message lists the organizations that you can access and that have not yet been synced 
with Team Access. You must link each organization before you can start the sync process. 

 

 1. From the LiveIQ  toolbar, click Labor. 

 2. If you want to delay linking all the organizations, click Ask me later.

When you delay linking an organization, the Team Access Sync screen closes and you can 
continue your LiveIQ  session. LiveIQ  does not display the prompt again during your current 
session and no action is taken at this time. However, the prompt screen appears again the next 
time that you open LiveIQ.

 3. To link one or more organizations, select Sync for the appropriate organizations.

If you select  Ignore this organization, the organization does not appear on this screen in the 
future and you need to initiate the sync process on the Organization Parameters screen. 

 4. When you have selected either Sync or  Ignore this organization for each organization, click Save.

LiveIQ  sends a request to Team Access for the employee data for the restaurants in each 
organization that you want to sync.  When Team Access receives the request, it populates the 
sync database for those restaurants.

When all restaurants are completed, the status updates to Awaiting Confirmation and you can 
start the match process for the organization. LiveIQ  displays a banner at the top of the LiveIQ 
Labor and Organization Parameter screens. The banner includes a link that you can click to run 
the match process. 
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Use the Team Access Settings
Use this procedure to start the sync process for an organization (if the sync process was postponed) 
or to continue a sync process that is not yet complete.

 1. From the LiveIQ  toolbar, click Labor.

 2. Click Organization Parameters.

 3. In the Team Access area of the screen, click Sync.

A list of all restaurants in the organization appears and indicates the sync status for each 
restaurant.

LiveIQ  creates a request message for each restaurant in the organization and sends it to Team 
Access. When it receives the request, Team Access populates the sync database for those 
restaurants.

The Team Access Sync Status changes to Link Requested and a progress bar indicates the 
percentage of restaurants that have been linked. To update the progress bar, click Refresh.

If any restaurants fail, the screen indicates the reason. The reason of "owner clash" indicates 
that the owner of the restaurant in the LiveIQ  database does not match the owner listed in the 
Team Access database. In this case, LiveIQ  displays a link so you can send the Team Access 
owner a partner request. Once the Team Access owner accepts the partner request, you can 
change the owner in LiveIQ  so it matches the entry in Team Access. When the owner entries 
match, the sync can progress beyond this point.

If any restaurants fail when no In Progress restaurants remain, the status changes to Declined. If 
this happens, Sync remains available so you can try to sync again once you have resolved the 
issues that caused the failure.

When all restaurants are completed, the status updates to Awaiting Confirmation and you can 
start the match process for the organization. LiveIQ  displays a banner at the top of the 
LiveIQLabor and Organization Parameter screens. The banner includes a link that you can click 
to run the match process. 
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Synced Organizations
When an organization has been linked, the  Team Access Sync Status field (in the Team Access area 
of the Organization Parameters screen) displays Linked to show that the two databases are synced.

If no organizations are ready to start the matching process but you still have organizations that have 
not been synced, a warning banner appears. This banner contains a link to open the Organization 
Parameters screen so you can start to sync your other organizations. The banner no longer appears 
when all of your organizations have completed the matching process. 
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Match the Data
The match process consists of a series of steps that you must perform in order. You must complete 
each step before you can continue to the next one.

 · Steps in the Team Access Match Process

 · Guidelines for the Match Process

 · Data Conflicts

 · Run the Match Process

 · Return to the Team Access Match Process

Steps in the Team Access Match Process
The Team Access match process is designed to produce one-to-one matches between employees in 
the LiveIQ  and Team Access databases. Once you accept a match for an employee at one step in the 
match process, that employee does not appear in subsequent steps until the Review Merge step at 
the end of the process.

Important
LiveIQ  employees who are separated from the organization appear in the match process only if  
they are a suggested match for a Team Access person. If you accept a match for a separated 
employee, the LiveIQ  employee is re-activated.

Once you complete a step, you can return to it if needed. 

Person Number Matching

The Person Number match lists employees who have the same Person Number in LiveIQ  and Team 
Access. Person Number is a unique identifier that is necessary for all employees who use the 
Employee App. 

Matches in this step are automatically marked Accept, but you can decline them if you wish. You 
must accept or decline every entry and must resolve any conflicts before you can continue to the next 
step.

Store & Clerk / Employee ID Matching

This step lists all the Team Access employees in the organization who work at the same restaurants 
and have the same Clerk ID in Team Access and LiveIQ.

Matches in this step are automatically marked Accept, but you can decline them if you wish. You 
must accept or decline every entry and must resolve any conflicts before you can continue to the next 
step.
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Full Name Matching

This step lists all the Team Access employees in the organization who have exactly the same first 
name and surname in Team Access and LiveIQ.

Matches in this step are automatically marked Accept, but you can decline them if you wish. You 
must accept or decline every entry and must resolve any conflicts before you can continue to the next 
step.

Partial Name Matching

This step lists all the Team Access employees in the organization who have a similar first name and 
surname in Team Access and LiveIQ. For example, this step would include  Joe Bloggs and Joseph 
Bloggs as possible matches.

Matches in this step are not marked Accept or Decline by default. Instead, you have to address them 
manually because of the name conflicts. You must accept or decline every entry and must resolve 
any conflicts before you can continue to the next step.

Manual Matching

This step lists all the Team Access employees in the organization who have not been matched to a 
LiveIQ  employee. The list includes Team Access employees who have not appeared in a previous 
step because they did not have a suggested match. The list also includes all suggested matches that 
were declined.

Keep these factors in mind when you perform manual matches:

 · If you return to a previous step and accept a match that you had declined, that record no longer 
appears in the Manual Matching step when you return to it. This ensures that each Team 
Access record is matched to only one LiveIQ  record.

 · Each Team Access employee must be matched either with a remaining LiveIQ  employee or, if no 
LiveIQ  employee is a suitable match, with a new employee created in LiveIQ.

 · If you try to match two different Team Access records to the same LiveIQ  employee, a duplicate 
warning appears.

 · Any LiveIQ  employees who are not matched when you complete this step are included in the 
Unmapped LiveIQ Employees step.
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Unmapped LiveIQ Employees

This step lists all the LiveIQ  employees for the organization who have not been matched to a Team 
Access employee. 

You have two options for unmapped LiveIQ  employees –  to archive them or to create a new Team 
Access record for them.

 · When you archive LiveIQ  employees, their store allocations and employment period end in 
LiveIQ. If they had an SSOID, it is removed. They are not linked with Team Access and their 
employee records cannot be edited in LiveIQ. 

 · When you select Create Employee in Team Access, a new employee record is set up in Team 
Access. All data for the new record in Team Access comes from the employee details in LiveIQ.

You must select one of the two options for each record listed before you can continue to the next 
step. When you complete this step, all LiveIQ  employees for this organization are ready to sync with 
Team Access.

Review Merge

This is the final step in the match process. It displays a summary of the choices that you have made 
in each of the previous steps.

The summary for each step includes a button that you can click to go to that particular step. You can 
make changes as needed and then continue through subsequent steps to return to this review step.

When you click Submit during this step, you cannot undo it. It completes the process and 
synchronizes all employee data between Team Access and LiveIQ.

If necessary, you can click Unlink in LiveIQ   to break the link between the records in LiveIQ  and Team 
Access. The link appears next to Person Number  on the Employee Maintenance screen. When  you do 
that, LiveIQ  archives the unlinked employee. You can then create a new employee record in Team 
Access so the record can be sent to LiveIQ. 
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Guidelines for the Match Process
The match screen includes many tools to help you run the match process quickly and easily. 

 · Click the column heading Accept or Decline to apply that choice to all employees displayed on 
the current page.                

 l If you have accepted all the records on a page and want to use the same data source for all of 
them, click Select All  for either LiveIQ  or Team Access.                

 · Click Previous and Continue to navigate between the match steps.

 · Click Save at any point to save what you have done.   

 · Click Quit to leave the match process. A prompt asks if you want to save your changes before 
you exit.    

 · Click  in the top left of the screen to open the help for the current step in the match process.

 · Enter text in the filter at the top of the screen to decrease the number of records listed for a 
step. Delete the text to view the complete list.   

 · Use the status bar above the step title to see where you are in the match process.    
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In addition, keep these guidelines in mind when you run the match process:

 · If the Field Status column on the right says Complete Match, it means that all data for this 
employee is the same in both Team Access and LiveIQ.    

 · The match screen highlights data differences between the two systems. You must resolve all 
conflicts before you can continue to the next step. You can choose the data source (LiveIQ  or 
Team Access) for each field, for each employee, or for all employees displayed. 

 · Team Access employees may have multiple POS Profiles.

 · If a Team Access employee has several POS Profiles in the same organization and one is 
the Home Store profile, the Home Store profile is displayed because that is the profile that 
the LiveIQ  employee will match.   

 · If a Team Access employee has several POS Profiles in the same organization but none is 
the Home Store, you need to select a profile from the list of available POS Profiles before 
the list of LiveIQ  employees is available.   

Data Conflicts
All steps in the match process except the Unmapped LiveIQ  Employees step and the Review Merge 
step compare selected fields in the LiveIQ  and Team Access employee records. If the process 
detects a conflict in any of these fields, the status for the record is set to Conflicted. You must 
resolve all conflicts in each process step before you can continue to the next step.  
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These are the fields that the match process compares:

 · First name

 · Last name

 · Address

 · Home phone number

 · Mobile phone number

 · Email 

 · Payroll number

 · Position

 · Employment start date

 · Store mappings

 · Hourly pay rate

 · Person number

 · Primary contact

 · Secondary contact

Run the Match Process
The match process consists of a series of steps designed to ensure that the employee data records 
in LiveIQ  and in Team Access are the same. 

Important
Before you can run the match process, the status for your organization must be Awaiting 
Confirmation.

When you carry out the match process, you can accept or decline any proposed match. Before you 
can continue from one step of the match process to the next, you must accept or decline every match 
and you must resolve any conflicts. 

In some cases, the data may not include any suggested matches for a particular step. In those cases, 
click Continue to go to the next step.

Follow the match process guidelines and use the controls on the screen to progress through the 
match process.
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Select any of the following links for more information:

 · Person Number, Store & Clerk /  Employee ID, and Full Name Matches

 · Partial Name Match

 · Manual Match

 · Unmapped LiveIQ  Employees Match

 · Review Merge

Person Number, Store & Clerk / Employee ID, and Full Name Matches
 1. Accept or decline every suggested match.

To accept all suggested matches for a step, click Accept in the column header. Click Decline in 
the column header to decline them all.

Accepted matches do not appear in any subsequent step until the final review. Declined 
matches do not appear again until the manual matching step.

 2. Resolve any conflicts in the values for individual records.

If the entries for any fields are different in LiveIQ and Team Access, the Fields Status is set to 
Conflicted. 

To resolve the conflicts, follow these steps: 

 a. Click  to expand the row and display the conflicting fields.

 b. Select the check boxes next to the values that you want to use. To select all the values 
from either LiveIQ or Team Access, click the check box in the top row of the record.

When you have selected values for all of the conflicts, the status changes to Resolved.

 3. Click Save and then click Continue.

You can also click Previous to return to the previous step in the match process or click Quit to 
leave the match process. You can return to the match process at a later time.

 4. When you have completed all three of these steps, continue to the Partial Name Match.
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Partial Name Match
 1. Accept or decline every suggested match.

To accept all suggested matches for a step, click Accept in the column header. Click Decline in 
the column header to decline them all.

Accepted matches do not appear in any subsequent step until the final review. Declined 
matches do not appear again until the manual matching step.

 2. Resolve any conflicts in the values for individual records.

If the entries for any fields are different in LiveIQ and Team Access, the Fields Status is set to 
Conflicted. 

To resolve the conflicts, follow these steps: 

 a. Click  to expand the row and display the conflicting fields.

 b. Select the check boxes next to the values that you want to use. To select all the values 
from either LiveIQ or Team Access, click the check box in the top row of the record.

When you have selected values for all of the conflicts, the status changes to Resolved.

 3. Click Save and then click Continue to go to the Manual Match.

You can also click Previous to return to the previous step in the match process or click Quit to 
leave the match process. You can return to the match process at a later time. 
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Manual Match
This step lists all the Team Access employees in the organization who have not been matched to a 
LiveIQ  employee. 

You have two options for the Team Access employee records displayed in this step:

 · Select an unmatched LiveIQ  employee as a match.

 · Create a new employee record in LiveIQ  as a match.

Important
Unmatched Team Access employees may have multiple POS Profiles. When that happens, you 
need to select the appropriate POS Contact Detail for the employee before you can complete the 
manual match. Once you select the POS Contact Detail, you can either select a LiveIQ  employee 
or create a new employee record in LiveIQ  as a match for the employee record. 
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Select an Unmatched LiveIQ  Employee as a Match

 1. If necessary, select the POS Contact Detail from the drop-down list in the Team Access column. 

 2. Use the drop-down list in the LiveIQ  column to select the name of the employee that you want to 
match to the Team Access employee record.

 3. Resolve any conflicts in the values for individual records.

If the entries for any fields are different in LiveIQ  and Team Access, the Fields Status is set to 
Conflicted. 

To resolve the conflicts, follow these steps: 

 a. Click  to expand the row and display the conflicting fields.

 b. Select the check boxes next to the values that you want to use. To select all the values 
from either LiveIQ  or Team Access, click the check box in the column header.

When the conflicts are resolved, the status changes to Resolved.

 4. Repeat steps 1 through 3 to select any other LiveIQ  employees that you want to use as matches.

 5. Click Save.

You can also click Previous to return to the previous step in the match process or click Quit to 
leave the match process. You can return to the match process at a later time. 

 6. If you have not matched all of the Team Access employees, create new LiveIQ  employee records 
for them.

 7. When you have completed all the manual matches, continue to the Unmapped LiveIQ  Employees 
Match.
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Create a New Employee Record in LiveIQ  as a Match

Team Access employee records do not include a field for date of birth. Therefore, if you create a new 
employee record in LiveIQ  as a match for a Team Access employee record, you need to enter a date 
of birth for the employee. 

 1. If necessary, select the POS Contact Detail from the drop-down list in the Team Access column. 

 2. In the row for the Team Access employee that you want to set up in LiveIQ, select the check box 
in the Create Employee in LiveIQ  column.

To create new employee records in LiveIQ  for all the manual matches on a page, click Select All 
 at the top of the Create Employee in LiveIQ  column.

 3. Enter the date of birth for the employee.

 4. Repeat steps 1 through 3 to set up any other new employee records in LiveIQ.

 5. Click Save.

You can also click Previous to return to the previous step in the match process or click Quit to 
leave the match process. You can return to the match process at a later time. 

 6. If you have not matched all of the Team Access employees, select LiveIQ  employees for them.

 7. When you have completed all the manual matches, continue to the Unmapped LiveIQ  Employees 
Match.
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Unmapped LiveIQ  Employees Match
You have two options for the LiveIQ  employee records displayed in this step. You can either archive 
the employee in LiveIQ  or create a new employee record in Team Access. 

 · To archive the employee in LiveIQ, select the check box in the Archive column. Archived 
employees remain in LiveIQ  for historic reference, but are not mapped to a Team Access 
employee and are not available to use within LiveIQ  Labor. For example, you cannot add an 
archived employee to a schedule. 

 · To create a new employee record in Team Access, select the check box in the Create Employee 
In Team Access column.

When you have selected an option for every unmapped LiveIQ  employee, click Save and then click 
Continue to go to Review Merge.

You can also click Previous to return to the previous step in the match process or click Quit to leave 
the match process. You can return to the match process at a later time. 

Review Merge
The final step in the match process gives you a chance to review all the actions that you took in 
previous steps. Every step has its own summary section and includes a button that returns you 
directly to that step. 

The summary screens list the selections that you made at each step in the process:

 · The summary screens for Person Number, Store & Clerk /  Employee ID, Full Name, and Full 
Name matches display all accepted and declined matches. These summaries also indicate 
where data conflicts arose and which data source you chose (LiveIQ or Team Access) to resolve 
them. 
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 · The summary screen for Manual Match lists manually matched employees and the employees 
to be created as new records within LiveIQ. This summary also indicates where data conflicts 
arose and which data source you chose (LiveIQ or Team Access) to resolve them.  

 · The summary screen for Unmapped LiveIQ  Employees lists employees to be archived and the 
employees to be created as new records within Team Access.   

 

 1. Review the summary information for each step in the match process.

 2. To return to a particular step, click Go to step in the summary for that step.

 3. To return to the previous step in the match process, click Previous.

 4. To leave the match process, click Quit. You can return to the match process at a later time.

Important
You cannot undo the action once you click Submit. However, you can click Unlink in LiveIQ   
to break the link between the records in LiveIQ  and Team Access. The link appears next to 
Person Number on the Employee Maintenance screen. When you do that, LiveIQ  archives 
the unlinked employee. You can then create a new employee record in Team Access so the 
record can be sent to LiveIQ.

 5. When you have made any corrections and verified that everything is correct, click Submit.

The summary screen and pop-up window used for the match close.
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Return to the Team Access Match Process
Once you have started the Team Access match process, you can save your changes at any point and 
return at a later time. 

If an organization has not completed the match process, LiveIQ  displays a banner at the top of the 
LiveIQ Labor and Organization Parameter screens. The banner prompts you to continue the match 
process. 

 1. In the banner, click Click here to continue. The Team Access Synchronization Confirmation 
screen opens.

 2. Click  next to the organization that you want to sync. 

 3. Confirm that no one else in your organization is syncing records for the organization and that 
payroll is not being processed, and then click Continue.

The Team Access Record Synchronization Help screen opens.

 4. Read through the help screen and then click I understand the process. 

 5. If necessary, click Continue to advance to the appropriate step in the match process.
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Maintain Synced Data
Once LiveIQ  and Team Access have been synced, the employee information for the restaurants in the 
organization matches in both systems. Updates made in one system are automatically copied to the 
other system  to ensure that the databases remain in sync. 

Fields included in the sync process

Team Access Field LiveIQ  Field

First Name First Name

Last Name Last Name

Customer Receipt Short 
Name

Known As

Email Email

Home Phone Home Phone

Mobile Phone Mobile Phone

Compensation Type Salaried

Emergency Contact (Name, 
Relationship, Home Phone)

Primary Emergency Contact (Name, relationship, Number); Address 
Line 1; Address Line 2; City = Town; Zip/Postal Code = Postcode

SubwayPOS User ID Clerk ID

Updates to Employee Data
Messages between the two systems are triggered when you click Save on the Employee Details 
screen in LiveIQ  or when you click Save on a POS Profile in Team Access. When records are edited in 
both databases at the same time, the record that is saved last is the one that is used for both 
systems.

Regardless of where an update is made, an update request is sent to the other system once the 
update is saved. The update request contains the Person Number, Organization Owner, and details of 
the POS Profile being saved. The update request also indicates whether the employees are active, 
their Home Store (if any), which POS Profiles they have saved, and whether the profiles are active. 
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Other Changes to LiveIQ 
LiveIQ  includes a number of changes to support the integration of LiveIQ  and Team Access. In 
addition, you can no longer perform some tasks in LiveIQ. This section describes these changes.

 · Assign Restaurants to an Organization

 · Change the Week Start Day

 · Manage Employee Information

 · Add Employee Records

 · View or Modify Employee Records

Assign Restaurants to an Organization
You can create an organization without assigning any restaurants to it. However, each organization 
must have at least one restaurant assigned to it before it can be used in LiveIQ Labor. You must have 
Maintain Organization security permission for an organization to assign restaurants to that 
organization.

You can allocate restaurants to your organizations in whatever way makes sense for your business, 
but you can allocate each restaurant to only one organization. You can create schedules only for the 
restaurants currently in your organization. 

You can also move restaurants between organizations. However, all schedule, time clock, and payroll 
data generated for the time that the restaurant was allocated to the original organization remains 
with that organization. Use the Store Mapping pane to add and remove restaurants in an organization.

Once you assign at least one restaurant to an organization, LiveIQ  sets the Team Access Sync Status 
to Import Employees New Organization. This means that Team Access adds the employees for the 
selected restaurants in the organization and creates records for them in LiveIQ. Once this process is 
complete, the status changes to Linked, indicating that LiveIQ  and Team Access have been synced 
successfully for that organization.

If you create an organization with no restaurants, LiveIQ  sets the Team Access Sync Status to Not 
Linked. Once you add a restaurant to the organization, LiveIQ  automatically imports the employees 
from Team Access and sets the status to Linked.

Once you have allocated restaurants to your organizations, LiveIQ  displays a Store Mapping History 
pane. Use this pane to track when restaurants were allocated to or removed from your organization.
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Store Mapping
Once your organization is linked and synced with Team Access, you may need to change the 
restaurants in your organization.

Note
Employees in LiveIQ  may be linked to Team Access even though they do not have any POS 
Profiles available (or allocations).

Add a Restaurant to an Organization
When you add a new restaurant to a linked organization, LiveIQ  imports the employee data for that 
restaurant:

 · LiveIQ  updates data for employees already linked for that organization. This applies to 
allocations and available POS Profiles.

 · The update process does not create duplicate employees because it uses the SSOID to 
determine whether to update an existing employee or to create a new employee.

 · If the restaurant that you add to an organization is the Home Store for a given employee, the 
process updates that employee. This means that the employee is no longer linked to a Profile if 
they have access to the Home Store profile.

 

 1. In the list of unallocated restaurants, select each restaurant that you want to add. 

If the restaurant is not listed, it may be allocated to a different organization.

You may want to move a restaurant from another organization to your organization. In this case, 
de-allocate the restaurant in its current organization, then allocate it to your organization. 

 a. To add a restaurant currently allocated to a different organization, click Click Here to see all 
currently allocated stores. 

 b. Select all restaurants you want to de-allocate so you can allocate them to your organization. 
No data pertaining to this restaurant (employees, schedules, payroll history, etc.) will be 
retained. 

 c. Select Are you sure you would like to proceed? to confirm. 

 d. Click Re-Allocate Store(s). 

 2. Click Add > to move your selections to the list of allocated restaurants. 

 3. If you are prompted to set up the day split time, select the setting and click Save.

 4. Click Save. 

 5. Enter values for the other settings and click Save when you are finished. 

 6. Click Save and click Back to List to fill in the other settings later. 
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Remove a Restaurant from an Organization
When you remove a restaurant from an organization, you can no longer create schedules for that 
restaurant. In addition, these guidelines apply when you remove a restaurant from an organization:

 · When you remove a restaurant, the End Date in the Store Mapping History pane is set to the 
current day.

 · When you remove a restaurant, the POS Profile is also removed from the list of available options 
for employees. You may need to select a new POS Profile. Employees in LiveIQ  can be linked to 
Team Access even if they do not have any POS Profiles available.

 · If the restaurant that you remove from an organization is the Home Store for a given employee, 
the process updates that employee. This means that employees are no longer linked to a Profile 
if they have access to the Home Store profile.

 1. In the list of allocated restaurants, select each restaurant that you want to remove. 

 2. Click Remove < to move your selections to the list of allocated restaurants. 

 3. Click Save and click Back to List to fill in the other settings later. 

Store Mapping History
Once you have allocated restaurants to your organizations, LiveIQ  displays a Store Mapping History 
pane. This pane displays information so you can easily track when restaurants were allocated to or 
removed from your organization. 

Team Access does not have start or end dates for store mappings, but LiveIQ  store allocations do. To 
address this difference, the you can only enter the current date or a data in the past as the start date 
in LiveIQ. This prevents inconsistencies that would make the two systems out of sync in their active 
store mappings.
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Change the Week Start Day
Important
Subway® strongly recommends that you do not change the start day from Wednesday to a 
different day. 

When an organization has a sync status of Awaiting Confirmation, the Week Start Day option is 
not available.

When you create a new organization, you can select the desired start day either as a part of the Setup 
Wizard or on the Organization Parameters screen. Once you create the new organization, your 
selected Week Start Day takes effect.

However, changing the Week Start Day for an existing organization is more complex because each 
organization can have only one start day. Therefore, to apply a different Week Start Day, LiveIQ Labor 
needs to archive the existing organization and then create a new one with the different start day.

Once you select a different start day and save your changes, LiveIQ  clones the organization and 
archives the original one. The cloned organization takes the name of the original organization and 
"Archived" is appended to the name of the original one. Once LiveIQ  creates the new organization , 
your selected Week Start Day takes effect.

You can view the archived organization in a read-only format. You can also choose to keep the 
archived organization hidden if you wish. For more information, see Control Access to an Archived 
Organization in the online help.

When you change the Week Start Day for an organization, LiveIQ  creates a history table for the new 
organization within Organization Parameters. The Week Start History section includes the date of the 
change and indicates the previous Week Start Day.

 1. In the General section on the Organization Parameters screen, click Edit next to Week Start Day. 

A warning message appears, describing the consequences of changing the Week Start Day.

 2. Select the start day.

 3. Click Save. 

 4. Enter values for the other settings and click Save when you are finished. 
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Manage Employee Information
You can manage employee information in LiveIQ Labor in two ways:

 · Import/Export — Take data from or send data to human resources and other systems:

 · Import Employee Data                     

 · Export Employee Data                     

 · Employee Maintenance — View, create, modify, and link individual employee records to a LiveIQ  
user.

 · Add Employee Records

 · View or Modify Employee Records

 · Link an Employee to a LiveIQ Employee                        

You can also customize the  Employee Maintenance screen.

Your organization must include at least one restaurant to use either method.

Not all employee data can be stored in a CSV file (for example, photos). For those items, use the 
Employee Maintenance screen to enter information.

Important
LiveIQ  requires that an employee always has the same unique payroll number. 

In addition to the Employee Maintenance tasks, you can use the Employee Calendar to record events 
for employees (for example, time off or training). The Scheduling tool uses this information when you 
create the weekly schedule for your restaurants.

You can also use the Subway® Labor section of the Edit Employee screen to check the status of the 
settings for an individual employee and to manage access to the Employee App.

Add Employee Records
With the integration of LiveIQ  and Team Access, you can no longer add employee records in LiveIQ. 
Instead, all employee records are created in Team Access.

 1. From the LiveIQ  toolbar, click Labor.

 2. On the LiveIQ Labor screen, click Employee Maintenance.

 3. Verify that the name of the organization at the top of the screen is the organization where you 
want to add the employee, and click Add new Employee. 

 4. In the dialog box that opens, click Take me to Team Access.

 5. When the Subway® SubID Sign In screen opens, enter your credentials to log in to Team Access 
and create the new employee.
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View or Modify Employee Records
 1. From the LiveIQ  toolbar, click Labor.

 2. On the LiveIQ Labor screen, click Employee Maintenance.

You can customize the Employee Maintenance screen, including search, sort, and filter if you 
wish.

 3. To view or edit a single record, click Edit  next to the appropriate employee record; to edit 

multiple records, click Edit Employees.

 4. If you need to modify a record, make the necessary changes.

For more information, see Use the Edit Employee Screen –  Part 1 and Use the Edit Employee 
Screen –  Part 2. 

 5. Click Save.

When you click Save, LiveIQ  sends a message to Team Access to update the POS Profile 
associated with this employee.

Use the Edit Employee Screen – Part 1
 1. From the LiveIQ  toolbar, click Labor.

 2. On the LiveIQ Labor screen, click Employee Maintenance.

 3. When the list of employees appears, click Edit  in the row for the employee whose record you 

want to view or modify.

The screen displays the record for the selected employee. 

 4. On the Edit Employee screen, set up the personal data.

 · First and last names are required.

 · To add a photo, click Edit , browse to the location of the photo, select the file, and click 

Upload.

 · To enter an address, click Edit , enter the address, and click Update.
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 5. Set up the Contact Details.

 · Enter the employee’s home phone number.

 · Enter an email address if you want to send (and your employee wants to receive) the weekly 
staff schedule via email.

 · Enter the employee’s mobile phone number.

 · Select the employee's mobile phone carrier. 

 · Select Allow SMS/text message if you want to send (and your employee wants to receive) 
the weekly staff schedule via text message.

 6. Set up the Employment data.

 · Enter the employee's Payroll Number.

 · Select the employee's position. 

 · Select restaurants if the employee is a manager. You must enter an email address if the 
employee is a manager. 

 · Enter the employee's Subway® ID, if desired. 

 · To indicate that the employee can be left in charge of the restaurant, select PRO Qualified.

Employees who are PRO Qualified have a green plus sign (+) next to their names in the 
Scheduling tool so you can easily see if you have a PRO Qualified employee on each shift.

 · Select Salaried Employee if the employee is to be paid by salary. 

 · Select Expected to be Full Time if the employee will work full time. If selected, this 
employee will receive health insurance and not appear on the Healthcare Report. 

 · To set up an employment period, click Hire, enter the information in the new row that 
appears in the grid, and click Accept .

 7. Set up the Emergency Contact data.

You may add one or two emergency contacts.

 8. Continue with Use the Edit Employee Screen –  Part 2.
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Use the Edit Employee Screen – Part 2
 1. Set up the Allocated Stores data.

This information links schedules and time clocks and is required for payroll.

 a. Click Add.

 b. If the employee usually works at this restaurant, set Primary to Yes.

 c. Select the restaurant.

 d. Enter or select the ID for the employee.

Employees can have multiple IDs for different restaurants. However, the ID must be the 
same ID as the one used in Sub Shop/2000™or SubwayPOS® for the selected restaurant or 
the employee is not paid.

 e. Enter the date when the employee starts and ends (if known) in the selected restaurant and 
click Accept .

 f. Repeat for each restaurant where the employee works.

 2. Set up the Pay Rates data.

You can define up to three separate pay rates for each employee, but each employee requires at 
least the standard pay rate for the employee to be paid. In addition, you must set up overtime 
rates if the organization has overtime rules.

 a. Select Show Historical Pay Rates to see rates used in the past. 

 b. Select All to see all current rates or select the rate you want to view. 

 c. Click Add.

 d. Enter the hourly rate, select the type of pay rate, select start and end dates, and then click 
Accept .

 e. Repeat for each pay rate that you need to define.

 3. Set up the Employee Calendar.

 a. Select Month, Week, or Day to display the view you want to see.

 b. Click in the calendar where you want to add an event, select and enter the event details, 
enter comments if desired, and click Update.

 c. To change the date for an event, drag the event to the correct place on the calendar.

 d. Once you click Create & Exit, the label displays the employee’s name and the type of event 
(for example, Megan: Off).
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 4. Define the Schedule Settings. 

Use the Availability Grid to mark the times when an employee routinely cannot work. The 
Scheduling tool displays the times when each employee is not available. Refer to the grid so you 
do not schedule employees during their unavailable times.

 · To highlight times when the employee is not available, click a cell in the grid and drag the 
cursor to highlight adjacent cells.

 · To remove the highlighting, click in a highlighted cell and drag the cursor to remove the 
highlighting from adjacent cells.

 · To clear the grid completely, click Clear Grid.

 5. Enter the Working Hours Rules.

 a. Click Add.

 b. Enter the number of hours or days for the rule and select the type of rule.

 c. Select the type of alert (warning or do not allow).

 d. Click Accept .

 6. In the Subway® Labor section, you can do the following: 

 · Check on the acceptance of an invitation to LiveIQ Labor. 

 · Click Re-send to re-issue an invitation. 

 · Click Revoke to retract an invitation. 

 7. Click Save.

When you click Save, LiveIQ  sends a message to Team Access to update the POS Profile 
associated with this employee.
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